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Abstract –This contribution present way how to improve
the finite attenuation in the stop band in the case of
particular transfer function of the specific filtering
structure. It is an important problem in the field of
active filters. Real non-ideal model (including smallsignal parasitic influences caused by real active
elements)
of
the
electronically
reconfigurable
reconnection-less filter is studied in configuration when
the most affected transfer function is used (high-pass
response in our case). Symbolical analyses of ideal and
influenced transfer function and sensitivity analyses in
Matlab provide information how to improve level of
stop-band attenuation by available parameters even
under condition of really unsuitable terminal resistances
(output resistances) of active elements used.
Keywords-Active filter; electronic control; finite stopband attenuation; real behavior; reconfigurable transfer
function; small-signal modeling

I.

INTRODUCTION

Filters are very useful function blocks for analog
signal processing. There are many different variants
and conceptions [1]. Active filers [2], [3] create very
important group. Utilization of suitable active
elements allows many useful features in filtering
applications e.g. amplification (gain) or electronic
control of parameters of the filter (pole frequency,
quality factor, bandwidth, pass-band gain, zero
frequency, attenuation control, reconfiguration, etc.).
However, due to presence of active device with real
features (real terminal impedances, gain and tracking
errors, frequency dependent parameters, temperature
dependence and fabrication mismatch), active filters
suffer from many and various drawbacks. Very
significant problem of active filtering circuits in
voltage and current-mode [4] of operation is the finite
attenuation in stop bands. This problem is caused by
real small-signal (linear operation of whole system is
supposed) parameters of real active element in the
filtering structure. These parameters represent terminal
impedances of active devices (input and output
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resistances, capacitances, inductances in the most
cases).
So-called multifunctional or universal filtering
structures (they allow several types of transfer
characteristic simultaneously), for example [5]-[8],
have many drawbacks caused by these effects in real
case. The most significant problems occur in case of
these transfer functions: high-pass (HP), band-reject
and band-pass, as has been shown in many recent
works [9]-[12]. But in depends on particular filtering
structure. Work [9] shows that also other transfer
functions (namely low-pass response) may be affected.
We present example of the first-order
electronically reconfigurable filtering structure (type
of the transfer can be changed electronically without
reconnection of the input and output port) where HP
response is available, among others transfer types, and
real small-signal parameters of active devices have the
most influencing impact. Therefore, we focused our
attention on this transfer function. As the first step, we
analyzed transfer function (magnitude response)
extended by parasitic parameters and found limits of
the stop-band attenuation (function for limit value of
attenuation). Then we provided sensitivity analysis of
the transfer function on active and passive parameters
of the circuit to see which parameters influence the
most real stop-band transfer of the HP response. At the
end, possible way of the improvement of the maximal
achievable attenuation of the HP response was
analyzed in several scenarios (under different critical
conditions).
II.

INITIAL PROBLEM – PARTICULAR FILTERING
STRUCTURE

Problems with finite attenuation in stop-band can
be found in many various types and structures of
active multifunctional filters. We provided an example
of the first-order filtering structure with special
features. Transfer functions are not accessible
simultaneously from different outputs (as commonly
available for example in [5]-[12]) but particular
transfers are reconfigurable electronically [13]-[17] by
parameters of the active element used. The filter in
Fig. 1 employs current follower/inverter (CF/I),
adjustable current amplifier (CA), transconductance
amplifier (OTA) and three passive elements (Rf, RL,
C). Transconductance (gm) and current gain (B) are
adjustable electronically. Figure 1 includes also the
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most important small-signal parasitic elements caused
by real terminal features of active elements. Transfer
function has ideal form (without consideration of Rp1,
Cp1, Cp2 in this stage):

K ( s) =

g m RL
Rf

⎛ 2 − B + sCR f
⎜⎜
⎝ g m + sC

⎞
⎟⎟ .
⎠

(1)

Following text assumes gm = 1/Rf and RL = Rf for unity
pass-band gain. B = 1 gives direct transfer response
(constant unity magnitude and phase equal to 0
degrees). The HP response is obtained in case of B = 2
and the inverting all-pass response is available for
B = 3.

= 1 MΩ, Cp1 = Cf +Cz + Cx+ << C and Cp2 = Cout_CA
+ Cx- = 1 pF. Direct influence of real features on stopband gain of the HP can be observed in Fig. 2 where
magnitude and phase response is depicted. The
influenced model in Fig. 1 has character of the secondorder circuit, therefore the second pole appears at high
frequencies (above 100 MHz). We can evaluate limit
transfer in this stop-band by:

K min = lim K / (s ) =
ω →0

[

]

RL g m R f + R p1 (2 − B )
, (5)
R f (Rp1 g m + 1)

that leads to numerical value Kmin = −60 dB instead of
infinite attenuation expected theoretically. Note that
capacitances are not important for Kmin value.

Figure 2. HP response: resulting magnitude and phase
characteristics for non-ideal situation regarding discussed parasitic
small-signal parameters.
Figure 1. First-order filtering structure allowing electronic
reconfigurability of the transfer function type.

Supposing an ideal situation, we designed circuit with
following parameters: Rf = RL = 1 kΩ, C = 470 pF,
gm = 1 mS and B = 2 (for HP response).
III. ANALYSIS OF PARASITIC EFFECTS IN HP
CONFIGURATION

The high-pass response is the most affected
transfer function (by small-signal parasitic elements)
of the circuit structure (Fig. 1). Extended form of the
transfer function is available if real small-signal
influences (mentioned before and included in Fig. 1)
are considered as follows:

K / ( s ) = g m RL

N / (s )
,
D / (s )

(2)

where

N / (s ) = R p1 (2 − B ) + R f + sC / R f R p1 ,

D / (s ) = g m R f R p1 + R f +

[

(3)

]

+ s R f R p1C / + RL C p 2 (g m R f R p1 + 2 R p1 + R f ) + (4)
+ s 2 C / C p 2 R f R p1 R L .
We suppose the following simplifications: RoutCF/I>> RinpCA, RoutOTA- >> RL, because they are commonly
fulfilled. Therefore, we can suppose RL in node as
dominant resistance. Small-signal parameters of active
devices are expected as follows: Rp1 ≈ Rz║Rx+

IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS – SIGNIFICANT
PARAMETERS
It is really important to reveal effect of real-circuit
parameters on the HP transfer function. Sensitivity
analysis of the transfer function on particular
parameters can provide such information. From (5) it
is obvious that for Kmin value, our analysis reduces
only to Rf, RL and Rp1 impact on the HP transfer
function (influenced HP). Relative sensitivity of
transfer function (impact on magnitude response) on
each parameter was studied in Matlab, see Fig. 3 (also
result for gm parameter are included, but it has not
impact on stop-band gain). This simulation confirms
expected behavior. Sensitivity analysis offers a view
on particular impact of all important parameters on
low frequency band. The most important impact on
HP stop-band transfer has Rp1 (except RL), i.e. function
of the filter in the pass-band seems to be influenced
minimally by this parameter. Other small-signal
parameters may cause impact on other useful features
of the filter (pass-band gain, pole frequency, parasitic
zero frequency). Therefore, we cannot adjust them.
Value of Rp1 seems to be only one possibility how to
increase the stop-band attenuation. However, this
parameter is given by producer of active elements
(design specifications, used internal topology and
structure of active device, specific technology, etc.)
and it is not possible to influence this value. This
parameter is not very favorable in many cases (see for
example OPA860 [18], MAX435 [19]) - real values of
resistances are extremely low in some cases (tens,
even units of kΩ). However, there seems to exist a

better solution. We can use B that normally solves for
electronic transfer reconfiguration (discontinuous
change of the value). However, when non-ideal
parameters are considered (low Rp1), it can also serve
for stop-band attenuation control. The B adjusting
causes HP with zero, see fundamental ideal transfer
(1). Fortunately, this possibility remains also if real
non-ideal features are taken into account (2).

V. IMPROVEMENT OF STOP-BAND ATTENUATION OF HP
Of course, magnitude response in stop-band of the
HP function is very sensitive on B change, see Fig. 4
(parameters are taken from section 2, except Rp1).
Direct impact of the Rp1 on HP magnitude response is
depicted in Fig. 5. However, sensitivity on B depends
on other parameters (especially Rp1). Minimal stopband transfer (maximal attenuation) given by (5) can
be expressed graphically. Dependence of stop-band
transfer of the HP on B (while Rp1 is stepped) is shown
in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows particular effect of B
adjusting for two particular Rp1 values (Rp1 = 1 MΩ in
Fig. 7a and Rp1 = 10 kΩ in Fig. 7b). Low values of
Rp1 are quite common value in the case of highimpedance terminals of some CMOS solutions of
operational transconductance amplifiers, current
conveyors, etc. [20].

a)

Figure 4. Sensitivity function (magnitude) of transfer response
configured as HP on B (for three values of Rp1).
b)

Figure 5. Impact of Rp1 stepping on stop-band attenuation.
c)

d)
Figure 3. Sensitivity functions (magnitude) of transfer response
configured as HP on particular parameters: a) gm, b) Rf, c) RL, d) Rp1.

Figure 6. Dependence of minimal stop-band transfer on B for
three values of Rp1.

We can see that local minimum of the HP transfer
migrate for stepping of the Rp1. When Rp1 = 1
MΩ (Fig. 7a), values of B has to be really very close to
ideal proposal (B = 2) and due to the high sensitivity
(obvious from Fig. 7a), it can be difficult to find exact

minimum. Note that if Rp1 = 10 kΩ, B ≅ 2.1 is
required, and B ≅ 3 is necessary for Rp1 = 1 kΩ.
Relative sensitivity of magnitude of the HP transfer
function in stop band on B decreases with decreasing
Rp1 (Fig. 4). Impact of small inaccuracy of B has not so
extreme effect (Fig. 7b) in this particular case. In other
words – for small inaccuracy of B, sufficient
attenuation in stop band is obtained.
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Figure 7. Magnitude response of HP influenced by B adjusting
(impact of Rp1 value on sensitivity of Kmin adjusting by B) for: a)
Rp1 = 1 MΩ, b) Rp1 = 10 kΩ.
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VI. CONCLUSION
We proved in this work that electronic
reconfigurability can serve not only for intentional
transfer type reconfiguration, but also for improving of
particular parameter of filtering function in extremely
unsuitable conditions. If not solved properly, it leads
to inapplicability of the filter in practice. Plenty of
research works regarding active filtering structures,
having this issue, were published in the past. Presented
filtering structure brings possibility how to suppress
problems with finite attenuation in the stop band and
simultaneously offers reconfigurability of the type of
the transfer function between high-pass, inverting allpass and direct transfer type (it was not analyzed in
this paper). Sensitivity of the stop-band attenuation on
B is dependent on particular value of Rp1, therefore
precise and accurate setting (followed probably by
some type of auto-compensation technique for really
reliable purposes) is required to obtain sufficiently
high attenuation. Note that presented results are valid
for this particular circuit, presented in this paper, and it
cannot be generalized.
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